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DIGIT-ERACY is 6 days TC for social actors as the driving force in the youth
sector to gain practical competences for exploring the topic of Digital

Literacy, Critical Thinking and Media influence on the young people for their
further development as significant players of the society, future change makers

and social influencers. 
 

The training gives the skills, knowledge and attitude to raise the understanding
how the media and modern digital tools influence our social lives and

especially the decision making of young people, including NEETs and young
people with fewer opportunities on local and European level. 



The training is based on many researches made in the past
few years among European statistics based on the Digital

competence and level of digital literacy. 
 

What does it mean for the young people today? How much
do they believe and trust what they read on the internet? 

 
The Online media is making a lot of speculation based on
unclear messages and research. We have faced the fact in
2020 that not everything that is published on the internet

can be trusted. Where are the borders of the youth's
beliefs and trust? Is propaganda always something bad?

 
 The situation after the global pandemic only had the
chance to show once more the very urgent need to be
careful and aware in the digital world which we are

creating. 

https://eufordigital.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/EU4Digital-Methodology-for-measuring-and-forecasting-skills-gaps.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/metadata/en/tepsr_sp410_esmsip2.htm


MAIN GOAL
 

This TC aims to unveil the question of what we
can trust and what not in Online Media and how

Critical thinking can help us to build better
understanding of the civic sector and civic

movements. Young leaders have the power to be
influential to their peers and it is coming with a

great responsibility.
 

 How do they see this responsibility through their
online actions and digital behaviour? What is
behind the blue screen and how it affects our
lifestyles, community and social behaviour are
just a few of the questions that will be tackled

during this training. 



OBJECTIVES
 

The participants will know better what is included in
the Digital Competence as a valuable source of

Digital Literacy and how to prevent themselves and
their peers, how to not fall in the trap of the web,

how to avoid in a clever way spreading of
misleading information. 

 
With the learning by doing methods we will recheck
again the critical and analytical thinking which is
crucial for us as civic players. We will come across
with “white” and “black” propaganda messages to
show once again the power of the narratives. During
the training a strong focus will be given to social
media as a mediator between generations and

different groups from the society today.



PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

This TC is suitable for participants between 18 and 60+, who are youth leaders
and youth workers as they are the ones who transfer the knowledge and the

skills to their peers and people that they are working with. 
 

Participants who have strong interest in digital competences but yet not being
a professional in this topic. Participants from the NEETs group and Drop-Outs
are welcome with priority in this TC. All of this variety of the background of the
participants give plus value on the projects and on the expected outcomes. 

 
The target group of the training course is equal, regarding gender, religious,

social, ethical or other background by participants over 18 years old. However,
the diverse group of up to 20 people can really contribute to the group tasks

and to the individual process of learning.



DRAFT PROGRAMME

The 6 days programme will include all kinds of interactive methods, a use of digital tools and non-formal
learning materials. The participants will have a session on how to use different tools for protecting themselves
from being a target of online propaganda during that programme. 

The TC lasts for 6 days (between 01 - 06.2021). The schedule is divided into 5 online meetings for 4 hours and
additional self and group activities and assignments.

DAY 1 (01.10.21): Welcome, expectations and working process, introduction of the concepts and conditions, tech-
guide. What is Digital Literacy? Work with facts and assumptions, thesis and opinion (argumentative choice)
DAY 2 (02.10.21): “How to” tools box - gamification and learning
DAY 3 (03.10.21): “Stay away” - a morning challenge. Behind the curtain of social media and its effects on our
mental health.
DAY 4 (04.10.21): Digital overload. The power of manipulation - How does it work? How to be critical? Historic
perspective.
DAY 5 (05.10.21): Self-directed learning space - assignment, outcomes, reality check
DAY 6 (06.10.21, half programme day) Reflection and feedback. End of the training. 

* Detailed final programme will be provided upon confirmation and based on the analysis of the participants’
learning needs.



ADDITIONAL MATERIALS* 

Digital tools to be used:
For this training the participants will need 

- PC / Laptop for personal use 
- ¨Camera and microphone 
- ¨Speakers or Headphones

- ¨Tablet / Smart Phone
- ¨WhatsApp / Viber / Skype

¨In this training you can use Chrome, Opera or Mozilla browsers 

Please, make yourself familiar with the following tools which we will be using this training (a
short introduction for each one will be done at the beginning of the training): 

Google Maps & Online Critical games for checking our digital skills
( such  as https://www.getbadnews.com/#intro;

http://www.fakeittomakeitgame.com/about; https://digital-competence.eu/dc/)

*A full list of it will be provided upon confirmation and based on the analysis of the participants’ learning needs.

https://www.getbadnews.com/#intro
http://www.fakeittomakeitgame.com/about
https://digital-competence.eu/dc/


Be sure you have a stable internet connection
Ideally you are in a suitable environment for

learning, listening and communicating with other
participants.  

PRACTICALS
 

The platform: Provided by Bulgarian NA (HRDC)
Some requirements:  

 
 

TRAINERS ТЕАМ
 

Petya Chalakova 
 

Anna Sipos

https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toy/petya-chalakova.4591/
https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toy/petya-chalakova.4591/
https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toy/anna-sipos.2801/


Apply now!
HERE

This training is funded and
organised by Human  Resource
Development Center (National

Agency) 

https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/european-training-calendar/training/digit-eracy.9497/
https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/european-training-calendar/training/digit-eracy.9497/

